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Infants with Nuclear Weapons
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The entire civilised world is tiring of the infantile bickering of two nuclear armed
‘leaders’ that clearly do not know, or worse, are unable to cease their childish bickering.
Would YOU give your infant children loaded guns to play with, not a chance? So why
would you give a nincompoop, personality flawed, imbecile with no political skills
whatsoever, nuclear weapons to play with? Yes, the American people must take
responsibility for Trump, as they installed an idiot narcissist bereft of all diplomatic and
political skills into the highest office in the land. And note, no sooner than Trump
became commander-in-chief he deferred that role to the Pentagon, which today decides
foreign policy, advised of course by the agencies, which have always worked hand-in-
glove with the military. And what does the military know? WAR and combat ONLY. So is
it a surprise that all we hear is radio, war, war, bark, bark!

NOW, the patience of the GLOBAL population has been tried to the enth degree and clearly all
sensible people are wondering how the current state of affairs was allowed to happen. Well the short
answer is authoritarian rule and dictatorship, hard and soft. Indeed, NK has an iron-fisted
dictatorship, however, America is clearly a soft-fisted dictatorship, clearly both leaders do NOT
represent the wishes of the people. So why put up with children playing with nuclear weapons,
which dangerous pursuit threatens ALL our lives?

Again the short and accurate answer is, we need not, though political change is more difficult in an
iron-fisted dictatorship than one that uses velvet gloves to manage its population. We know that the
privately owned American mass media specialises in disseminating misinformation, propaganda and
outright LIES to an enthralled public, which continues to CONSUME the lies, misrepresentations
and distortions, as truth.

The result is Americans are divorced from reality and therefore tolerate all manner of idiocies such
as an incompetent buffoon unnecessarily threatening nuclear war, while North Koreans have little or
no choice. However, the rest of the WORLD does have a choice, as it sees clearly from the outside
the pathetic and extremely dangerous infantile antics of both leaders. So the solution, which MUST
be imposed on these two disgraceful nations, is to force the cessation of these childish dangerous
games and enter into peaceful diplomatic negotiations to resolve the manufactured and now out of
control, crisis, which the American ruling elite are loath to do, as they do not possess the diplomatic
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skills required to diffuse a potentially cataclysmic situation which now threatens the lives of billions
of people.

When your unruly child refuses to listen to good sense and hand over his loaded gun it must be
taken from him, that simple. Since when are civilised nations required to tolerate such unnecessary
dangers which are easily avoided by sane, mature, unified commitments/pressure?

Please answer that question for me and yourselves, it may help you snap out of your induced
paralysis.

NO-ONE should or need tolerate the current ridiculous and dangerous antics between Trump and
Kim. Readers would note that Russia and China have shared land borders with NK for centuries and
YET they have NEVER had any major problems with NK. But then their leaderships favour sanity,
mature negotiations and favourable outcomes. It takes TWO to argue and fight, if one refuses to play
the other is left to face themselves, while the WORLD stands guard.

In conclusion, for those that imagine the USA is not a dictatorship, I refer you to the Boston
lockdown by paramilitary police and military personnel which were given sweeping home intrusion
powers in search of ONE mortally wounded teenager. The FACT that the entire population of an
American capital city passively complied to this completely inappropriate, outrageous, unnecessary
overkill and illogic -- as standard detective-work could have done a much better job -- proves that
America is indeed in the grip of a police/military dictatorship. Americans, since the Mayflower
landed, have always been subject to authoritarian rule in one form or another. However, in any so-
called democracy people continue to have powers to remove their leaders when they unnecessarily
threaten the peace of the entire WORLD.
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